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new county rules .

	

reviewed by the Planning Commission in April 2008 ,
would have restricted county residents to just two

County staff is recommending that the supervisors

	

roosters without a permit .

allow youth organizations such as 4-H and Futur e
Farmers of America to be exempt from paying the

	

Jim Johnson can be reached at 753-6753 o r
permit fee, which hasn't yet been set . They would

	

jjohnson@ montereyherald . co m .
still have to apply for a permit and follow th e
county's rules . There is no recommendation for
exempting other small-scale breeders and
hobbyists .

Last fall, during a board review of a staff report o n
the proposed ordinance, representatives from area
4-H clubs and other small breeders complained tha t
the new rules were unnecessarily burdensome an d
that they were being punished for the actions of
larger, illegal operations .

Lawrence said county staff held public meetings to
allow the organizations and small breeders to
express their concerns . Both the Planning
Commission and supervisors will also hold public
hearings on the proposed new rules .

Currently, the county's rules allow for keeping up t o
499 small animals, including roosters, without a
permit . Anyone planning to keep more than tha t
must apply for a permit that costs about $4,360 .

The rules would apply to medium, low and rura l
density areas of the county, as well as th e
designated limited agriculture zone .

The proposed ordinance is in the midst of a 20-da y
public review period under the California E
nvironmental Quality Act that lasts through Friday .
Information is available at the county Plannin g
Department, 168 W . Alisal St . in Salinas .

An earlier proposed ordinance revision, which wa s
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as myself, to continue this tradition and the preservation of heritage poultry breeds . Rather than relyin g
on specific set parameters that each operation must meet, it would be better to focus on allowing thos e
applying for the permits to convince the County that each individual operation is beneficial and worthy o f
a permit being granted . The elements and conditions proposed in the ordinance being considered (Section
21 .64.320 C) appear to be arbitrary, since the true purpose of the proposal is to deal with the illega l
activities of cock-fighting rather than noise .

As discussed above, small-flock breeders produce the birds that go to 4-H and FFA youth for their poultr y
projects . Additionally, one cannot purchase quality Standard bred poultry from a commercial hatchery .
Considerations should therefore be made so this ordinance would not be cost prohibitive or too restrictiv e
for small-flock breeders to continue their efforts or the 4-H and FFA poultry programs would suffer .

Furthermore, as mentioned above, should such ordinances proliferate throughout the United States, ou r
nation's long term poultry industry could be at risk if small-flock breeders stop maintaining the geneti c
diversity of heritage breeds . Therefore, I suggest the ordinance require only a minimal fee for th e
Administrative Permits and Use Permits for beneficial small-flock breeders . Exempting these fees for 4-
H and FFA groups is excellent, but do not forget the small-clock breeders who supply the birds for 4- H
and FFA projects . If all this is done, however, the question comes back to, "How will the County fun d
the administrative burden of this ordinance?" That question then brings us back to the prudence of suc h
an ordinance, if its true purpose is to curtail illegal cockfighting .

Thank you for considering my comments . Please let me know if it would be helpful for me to supply
additional information or answer any questions, as I am a member of many of the poultry organization s
that support Standard bred poultry and the preservation of such breeds .

Sincerely ,

Kristi van Greunen
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Heritage Chickens Defined
The American Livestock Breeds Conservancy secure s
the term Heritage Chicken for consumers and breeder s

In an effort to secure the term Heritage in the food and agricultural marketplaces, The American Livestock Breed s
Conservancy (ALBC), a non-profit organization ensuring the survival of rare breeds of livestock and poultry, ha s
defined the term Heritage for chickens .

"Defining Heritage for chickens will help assure the term is not incorrectly used by uninformed breeders or co-
opted by unscrupulous marketers trying to sell something as historic that is not," says Marjorie Bender, Technica l
Program Director for the American Livestock Breeds Conservancy .

Chickens have been a part of the American diet since the arrival of the Spanish explorers and since that time ,
different breeds have been developed to provide meat, eggs and pleasure. After World War II, traditional o r
Heritage breeds of poultry began losing favor to modern crosses specifically bred to meet production goals . In this
day and age, many Heritage breeds are losing popularity and many are nearing extinction, but with this definitio n
ALBC hopes to raise awareness for endangered breeds, to support their long-term conservation, to support efforts
to recover these breeds to historic levels of productivity and to re-introduce these culinary and cultural treasure s
into the marketplace .

Heritage Chickens, as defined by ALBC's newly released definition, are Standard breeds of chickens as defined b y
the American Poultry Association that are naturally mating, long-lived, and slow growing . "It's a multi-facete d
definition," says Bender . It means that these chicken breeds are explicitly defined by the American Poultry '
Association, just like breeds of dogs are defined by the American Kennel Club . "

According to the definition, the Heritage breeds must reproduce without the assistance of artificial insemination .
While artificial insemination is not currently used for commercial chicken reproduction, it is very possible fo r
chickens to follow the same path as industrialized turkeys, which are now reproduced exclusively using artificia l
means .

Heritage hens should actively reproduce for 5-7 years and roosters for 3-5 years . This is unheard of in commercia l
production where hens and roosters are used for breeding for a single generation before being dispatched as les s
than efficient .

Heritage Chickens are also slow growing by modern commercial standards, taking 16-18 weeks for Heritage
Chickens as compared to 6 weeks for an industrial breed to reach a dressed (packaged) weight of 3 pounds .

The American t.ivestock BreedsConservancy
PO Box 477

Pittsboro, NC 2731 2
(919) 54-5704
www.alba.or8
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Frank Reese, the founder of Good Shepherd Turkey Ranch in Lindsborg, Kansas, has been at the center of the push
to get Heritage breeds back in the marketplace . Reese, who is committed to conservation, was very pleased in th e
surge in interest surrounding Heritage Turkeys in 2005 when ALBC released its first Heritage definition fo r
turkeys. He hopes the Heritage Chicken definition will result in the same success for Heritage Chicken breeds .
"These are the perfect birds for outdoor production," Reese says of his Barred Plymouth Rocks and Ne w
Hampshire chickens, both Heritage breeds. "They are supposed to range and fly and eat bugs ." That makes them
the best choice for those wanting the Animal Welfare Approved seal for humane production . "The right breed for
the right environment" is an important step in raising farm animals humanely, says Anne Malleau, Associate fo r
Global Meat Coordinator, Whole Foods Market, and former Research Director for the Animal Compassio n
Foundation .

So why does The American Livestock Breeds Conservancy, an organization interested in genetic diversity, car e
about defining Heritage? Heritage Chickens come from long lines of historically useful and productive birds . As
late as the mid-1950s. chickens like the Barred Plymouth Rock, the Jersey Giant and the Buckeye were found i n
butcher shops and on dinner tables . "Most so-called Heritage Chickens, turkeys, and other farm animals, are i n
danger of extinction. If we can give these animals a job again, we are more likely to be able to save their valuabl e
genes. These genes ensure their bodies are healthy and may include resistance to disease and parasites," Bende r
says .

Diversity in poultry breeds is critical for the long-term survival of the species . "We put our domestic food syste m
at risk if we put all our eggs in one basket (no pun intended)," says Bender . "If our food system only relies on a
single industrialized breed and something happens to that breed, we need the diverse genetics of other breeds to
fall back on ." Heritage breeds provide this diversity along with many other hardy characteristics .

Executive Director of the American Livestock Breeds Conservancy Chuck Bassett adds, "By defining Heritage fo r
chickens it protects the term so that it is not misused, and so it becomes a term that consumers can rely upon . "

Heritage Chicken and eggs sell for a premium price . Buckeye breeder Doug Brown of Cedar Grove, Nort h
Carolina, sells his eggs for $3 .50 a dozen and sells whole chickens for $5 .00 per pound to some of the best
restaurants in the area . "They can not get enough of them," says Brown of his eggs . "They insist they are the best
eggs they have ever eaten ." Brown is still expanding his flock, so he does not have many whole chickens to sell .
What he does have available is in high demand .

The flavor of Heritage Chicken is better, too . It varies from breed to breed "which is the reason the definitio n
specifies that the breed must be named on the package," says Bender . Some have darker meat with a deeply intens e
chicken flavor . "My Barred Rocks have brought tears to peoples eyes," says Frank Reese . "I had a lady call me to
thank me. She'd been cooking chicken dumplings for her husband for years, but nothing was as good as h e
remembered his mother's being. When she used one of my chickens, her husband said it was just like hi s
mother's . "

Consumers have found that I leritage Chickens are succulent, flavorful and worth the higher cost . When consumers
enjoy a highly memorable meal, they are also helping to save endangered breeds . Ironically, eating endangere d
breeds of livestock and poultry can ensure their survival .

To see the complete definition of Heritage Chicken and to learn more information about Heritage Chicken breeds ,
go to www.heritagechicken .org.

###

The American livestock Breeds Conservancy
PQ Box 477
Pittsboro, NC 2731 2
(919) 542-5704
w ww.albc-usa .org
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The American Livestock Breeds Conservancy Defines:

Heritage Chicken

Purpose
Chickens have been a part of the American die t
since the arrival of the Spanish explorers . Since
that time, different breeds have been develope d
to provide meat, eggs, and pleasure .

The American Poultry Association bega n
defining breeds in 1873 and publishing th e
definitions in the Standard of Perfection . These
Standard breeds were well adapted to outdoo r
production in various climatic regions . They
were hearty, long-lived, and reproductively vita l
birds that provided an important source of
protein to the growing population of the country
until the mid-20`" century . With the
industrialization of chickens many breeds were
sidelined in preference for a few rapidly growin g
hybrids . The American Livestock Breed s
Conservancy now lists over three-dozen breed s
of chickens in danger of extinction . Extinction o f
a breed would mean the irrevocable loss of th e
genetic resources and options it embodies .

Therefore, to draw attention to thes e
endangered breeds, to support their long-term
conservation, to support efforts to recover thes e
breeds to historic levels of productivity . and to
re-introduce these culinary and cultura l
treasures to the marketplace, the America n
Livestock Breeds Conservancy is definin g
Heritage Chicken . Chickens must meet all of th e
following criteria to be marketed as Heritage .

1. APA Standard Breed . Heritage Chicken must be from parenfands
grandparent stock of breeds recognized by the American Poultr y
Association (APA) prior to the mid-20th century ; whose genetic lin e
can be traced back multiple generations ; and with traits that meet the
APA Standard of Perfection guidelines for the breed . Heritage,. . .
Chicken must be produced and sired by an APA Standard bra=
Heritage eggs must be laid by an APA Standard breed .

2. Naturally mating . Heritage Chicken must be reproduced an d
genetically maintained through natural mating . Chickens marketed
as Heritage must be the result of naturally mating pairs of bot h
grandparent and parent stock .
Long, productive outdoor lifespan . Heritage Chicken must hav e
the genetic ability to live a long, vigorous life and thrive in the rigors o f
pasture-based, outdoor production systems . Breeding hens should b e
productive for 5-7 years and roosters for 3-5 years .
Slow growth rate . Heritage Chicken must have a moderate to slow
rate of growth, reaching appropriate market weight for the breed in n o
less than 16 weeks . This gives the chicken time to develop strong
skeletal structure and healthy organs prior to building muscle mass .

Chickens marketed as Heritage must include the variety and breed name o n
the label . Terms like "heirloom," "antique," "old-fashioned," and "old timey "
imply Heritage and are understood to be synonymous with the definition .
provided here .

Abbreviated Definition : A Heritage Egg can only be produced by an —
American Poultry Association Standard breed . A Heritage Chicken is hatched
from a heritage egg sired by an American Poultry Association Standard
breed established prior to the mid-20th century, is slow growing, naturall y
mated with a long productive outdoor life .

	

_aa

The American Livestock Breeds Conservancy has over 30 years of experience, knowledge, an d
understanding of endangered breeds, genetic conservation, and breeder networks .

Endorsed by the following individuals :
Frank Reese, Reese Turkeys, Good Shepherd Turkey Ranch, Standard Bred Poultr y

Institute, and American Poultry Association ;
Marjorie Bender, Research & Technical Program Director, American Livestock Breed s
Conservancy;;
D . Phillip Sponenberg, DVM, PhD ., Technical Advisor, American Livestock Breeds
Conservancy. and Professor, Veterinary Pathology and Genetics, Virginia Tech ;
Don Bixby, DVM, Independent Consultant, former Executive Director for the American
Livestock Breeds Conservancy;
R. Scott Beyer. PhD, Associate Professor, Poultry Nutrition Management, Kansas r
State University;

	

ammo=
Danny Williamson, Windmill Farm, Good Shepherd Turkey Ranch, and Americapy
Poultry Association;
Anne Fanatico, PhD, Research Associate, Center of Excelldnce for Poultry Science ,
University of Arkansas;
Kenneth E. Anderson, Professor, Poultry Extension Specialist, NojeaCerolina State
University.
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DEFINITION
Heritage Chicken must adhere to all the following :

The American Livestock Breeds Conservancy
A0 Box 477

Pittsboro, NC 27312
(919) 542-5704
www.albc-usa .erg

Definition



The American Livestock Breeds Conservancy

Heritage Chicken Definition

-Endorsers-
Marjorie joined the American Livestock Breeds Conservanc y
(ALBC) staff in January 1999 and serves as Research an d
Technical Program Director . She has a M .Ed . in Agricultura l
Science from the University of California-Davis, has bee n
involved in sustainable agriculture since 1991, and has over 20
years of experience in the non-profit sector. Marjorie' s
responsibilities include coordinating the poultry census ,
promoting rare breeds into appropriate habitats, and workin g
closely with other staff on timely conservation activities . She has
led ALBC's heritage turkey conservation effort . During her free
time, Marjorie enjoys riding her Choctaw pony, a line of Colonia l
Spanish .

Marjorie E. F. Bender
Research & Technical Program Director

American Livestock BreedsConservancy

Donald E . Bixby, DVM
Breed Conservation Consultant

Former Executive Director of the America n
Livestock Breeds Conservanc y

D. Phillip Sponenberg, DVM, Ph .D .
Technical Advisor, American Livestock Breeds

Conservancy and Professor, Vetinar y
Pathology and Genetics, Virginia Tech

Contact : mbender(cr*albc-usa .orq, (919) 542-5704

As ALBC's Executive Director from August 1988 through Jul y
2002, Don was responsible for providing the vision an d
overseeing the implementation of the conservation activities o f
ALBC. Don has been involved with the organization since th e
1980s, organizing the first North American rare breeds show an d
sale and establishing the ALBC Rare Breeds Gene Bank, whic h
has expanded over the years . He has been the liaison to th e
USDA National Animal Germplasm Program and a leader i n
founding Rare Breeds International . He has overseen livestoc k
and poultry research, and promoted rare breeds to th e
sustainable agriculture community . He was honored in 2000 by
Slow Food International for the work of ALBC in conservin g
genetic diversity in the farm animal species .

Contact :dbixbv(a albc-usa .orc, (540) 951-2386
Phil has served as the Technical Advisor for ALBC since 1978 .
He is employed as a veterinary pathologist and geneticist a t
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in Blacksburg ,
VA. He has written several books on color genetics and rar e
breed conservation . He is sought after as a speaker on genetic s
as well as rare breed conservation . Phil has taken the lead o n
Spanish horse rescues and is a conservation breeder of Spanish
horses and Tennessee Fainting goats . He works closely wit h
several breed organizations as well as individual breeders of
several different breeds .

Contact : dpsponen	 vt .edu, (540) 231-480 5

The American LivestockBreeds Conservanc y
PO Box 477
Pittsboro, NC 2731 2
(919)542-5704
www.albc-usa .org

Endorsers
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Heritage Chicken Definitio n
-Endorsers-

Frank Reese
Reese Turkeys, Good Shepherd Turkey Ranch ,
Standard Bred Poultry Institute and America n

Poultry Associatio n

R. Scott Beyer, PhD
Associate Professor, Poultry Nutritio n
Management, Kansas State University

Frank owns and operates Good Shepherd Ranch in Lindsborg ,
Kansas. Frank has raised standard varieties of turkeys since hi s
childhood, and he is currently leading the effort to conserv e
heritage turkeys through breeding, production collaboration s
with regional farms, and regional and national marketin g
strategies . He is dedicated to raising all of his poultry humanel y
on pasture and providing his customers with the highest qualit y
turkey available . Frank also breeds chickens, ducks, and gees e
and has begun marketing selected breeds . In 2003 Fran k
received ALBC's Bixby-Sponenberg Breed Conservation Award
for his contributions to the recovery of standard varieties of
turkeys. Frank also works full time as a nurse anesthetist .

Contact:Turkevsks-usa .net,(785) 227-3972
Danny breeds Standard Bred poultry for production and show .
He currently maintains breeding flocks of 400 Black turkeys, 30 0
Plymouth Rock chickens, as well as Cornish, Dark Brahm a
chickens, and White call ducks . Danny is a general license judge
for the American Poultry Association and has earned the title o f
Grand Master Breeder in Black turkeys, Standard Dark Brahm a
chickens, and White Call ducks . He serves on the Board o f
Directors and is employed as the General Manager and Chie f
Financial Officer of Good Shepherd Turkey Ranch, Inc . With hi s
good friend and mentor Frank Reese, Danny is working to reviv e
interest in and use of Standard Bred poultry by producing hig h
quality market birds, judging, and through public education .
Danny resides in Tampa, Kansas .

Contact:brahmabrahma@hotmail .com,(785) 965-2628
Dr. Scott Beyer attended Texas A&M University and received a n
undergraduate degree in Biochemistry in 1983 . He obtained his
Masters and Ph.D. degrees in the Animal Nutrition Progra m
from the University of Georgia and then worked as a Post-
Doctoral Research Associate for Harvard University in th e
Department of Nutrition . He now is an Assistant Professor at
Kansas State University where he is the coach of the KS U
Collegiate Poultry Judging team . Dr . Beyer is also the Poultry
Extension Agent for the state of Kansas . His research focuses
on feed manufacturing and poultry nutrition .

Contact : sbeyerCa?k-state .edu, (785) 532-120 1

Danny Williamso n
Windmill Farm, Good Shepherd Turkey Ranch ,

and the American Poultry Associatio n

The American Livestock Breeds Conservanc y
PO Box 477
Pittsboro, NC 2731 2
(919) 542-5704
www albc-usa.org
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Heritage Chicken Definition
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Anne is currently employed as a Research Associate at th e
Center of Excellence for Poultry Science at the University of
Arkansas . Anne hold a Ph.D . from the University of Arkansas, a
MS in Animal Science from Oregon State University, and a BS i n
Zoology and Spanish from the University of North Carolina . She
worked overseas for two years in Costa Rica as a Peace Corps
Volunteer specializing in agroforestry . Her areas of specialty a t
NCAT include small livestock ; particularily pasture-based poultr y
production, including organic production, new marketing options ,
and alternative feeding .

Contact : afanati@uark.edu

Prior to joining N .C. State University in 1990, Prof. Anderso n
spent seven years at the Dept. of Animal Science at Kansa s
State University . He has also spent three years in industry, a s
general manager of the State Line Egg Producers Cooperative

Association, Inc ., in Beatrice, Nebraska . Professor Anderson' s
extension and research responsibilities include animal welfare as
impacted by molting practices, and the impact of these practice s
on the welfare of the laying hen . He also does research on shel l
egg cooling and processing ; layer performance and management ;
and on the biological basis for chemoprevention of ovaria n
cancer .

Contact : kenandersonncsu .edu, (919) 555-121 2

Anne Fanatico
Poultry Program Specialis t

National Center for Appropriate
Technolo

Kenneth E. Anderso n
Poultry Extension Specialist & Prof . of Poultry

and Food Scienc e
North Carolina State University

The American Livestock Breeds Conservanc y
PO Box 477
Pittsboro, NC 2731 2
(919) 542-570 4
www.albc-usa .org
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WHAT DOES ALBC DO ?
Many rare breeds of livestock and poultry are critically

endangered, yet few people know of their existence or the
threat to these animals . ALBC's mission is to protect thes e

breeds of livestock and poultry by bringing awareness ,
education and information to the breeders and the public .

ALBC :
• Maintains and annually updates its Conservatio n

Priority List (CPL) . This list provides an ongoin g
record of both the livestock and poultry in need o f

conservation and the progress being
made to preserve it .

• Conducts research to define breed characteristics
for each rare breed on the CPL, and collects censu s

data to track and report population numbers .
• Provides technical and practical education to bot h

ALBC members and non-members interested in
raising these breeds through workshops, training

sessions and printed information .
•

	

Investigates methods of promoting these breed s
and their products to help make raising them a

profitable and satisfying option for farmers, .

; t: divers

MISSION
The American Livestock Breed s

Conservancy is a nonprofi t
membership organization working to
protect 150 breeds of livestock an d
poultry species from extinction b y
conserving their genetic diversity .

MEMBERSHI P
ALBC currently has over 3,00 0

members, and includes people from a
wide variety of backgrounds - both

those who raise livestock and poultry
and those who may not have animals ,
but are interested in conservation o f

these breeds . ALBC also works closel y
with related organizations such a s

Heifer International, RAFT, as well a s
historical farms, museums, and bree d

associations .

FUNDING
ALBC is funded by membership dues ,

general contributions, foundatio n
grants, research grants, and sales o f
books and ALBC-related promotiona l

items .

". . . when the last individual of a race of
living things breathes no more, another
Heaven and another Earth must pas s

before such a one can be again . "
-William Beeb e

The American Livestock Breeds Conservanc y
PO Box 477
Pittsboro, NC 27312
(919) 542-5704
w ww.albc-usa .org

About ALBC
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Heaven and another Earth
must pass before such a one
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About ALBC

What is the American Livestock Breeds Conservanc y

(ALBC)?

The American Livestock Breeds
Conservancy is a clearing-house fo r

information on livestock and genetic

diversity .

These breeds are threatened because
agriculture has changed. Modern foo d

production now favors the use of a fe w
highly specialized breeds selected fo r
maximum output in a controlled
environment . Many traditional livestoc k
breeds have lost popularity and ar e
threatened with extinction . These
traditional breeds are an essential part

of the American agricultural inheritance . Not only do they evoke our

past, they are also an important resource for our future .

The American Livestock Breeds Conservancy, founded in 1977, i s

the only organization in the U .S . working to conserve rare breeds an d

genetic diversity in livestock .

ALBC's Mission

Ensuring the future of agriculture through genetic conservation and
the promotion of endangered breeds of livestock and poultry.

The American Livestock Breeds Conservancy protects geneti c

diversity in livestock and poultry species through the conservation
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and promotion of endangere d
breeds. These rare breeds
are part of our nationa l
heritage and represent a
unique piece of the earth's bi o
-diversity . The loss of thes e
breeds would impoveris h
agriculture and diminish th e
human spirit . We have
inherited a rich variety of
livestock breeds . For the sake
of future generations we must work together to safeguard thes e
treasures .

What does ALBC do?

The American Livestock
Breeds Conservancy' s
programs include research o n
breed population size ,
distribution and geneti c
health ; research on breed
characteristics ; gene banks to
preserve genetic materia l
from endangered breeds ;
rescues of threatene d
populations ; education about

genetic diversity and the role of livestock in sustainable agriculture ;
and technical support to a network of breeders, breed associations ,
and farmers .

The need for livestock conservation is urgent . Throughout agricultura l
history, each generation has taken its turn as steward of the geneti c
trust . Our generation is now in danger of bankrupting this trust an d
leaving little for the future . Each day, some breeds move closer t o
extinction . Each extinction reduces the diversity within the livestoc k
species and the biodiversity of the Earth .

The American Livestock Breeds Conservanc y
PO Box 477

ALBC is a trademark of American Livestock Breed s
Pittsboro, North Carolina 27312
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" . . .when the last
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of living thing s

breathes no more,
another Heaven and
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pass before such a
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-William Beebe

HOM E

About ALBC
Heritage Chicken vs . Industrial Chicken Comparison

Breed Informatio n

Calendar

EC Stor e

.'bersbi p

uppvrt ALBC

Heritage Chicke n
Heritage Chickens are fro m
parent and grandparent stock o f
breeds recognized by the
American Poultry Association' s
American Standard of Perfection.
The APA is the oldest agricultura l
organization in the United States .

Heritage Chickens are akin to the
open pollinated varieties of
heirloom fruits and vegetable s
that belong to no one an d
everyone . This is the source of
genetic diversity.

Heritage Chickens are naturally
mating, producing fertile eggs .

Industrial Chicke n

Industrial chickens have been
derived, over time, from multiple
breed crossings .

Industrial chickens are carefully
controlled proprietary geneti c
lines. Ten large companies
produce more than 90 percen t
of the nation's poultry . Thi s
results in the loss of geneti c
diversity .

Industrial breeds of chickens
are naturally mating, through
artificial insemination can also
be used . Industrial turkeys are
completely reproduced throug h
artificial insemination and it i s
possible that chickens coul d
end up with the same fate .

Definition of Heritag e
Chicken

Endorsers

ALBC Conservatio n
Priority Chicken Breeds

Pick-A-Chick : Heritage
Chicken Breed
Compariso n

Download Press Ki t

Materials for Heritage
Chicken Breeders

Frequently Aske d
Questions

Where to Find Heritag e
Chickens

Additional Resource s

APA Standard Breed s

Poultry Resources

ALBC's Chicken
Assessment for Improvin g
Productivity

Heritage Chicken has a ric h
chicken flavor and a firm texture
without being tough .

Heritage Chicken is raised
outdoors on green pasture . They
actively forage for insects .
Pasture production is the humane
and appropriate way to raise
Heritage Chicken .

Heritage Chickens have long ,
productive lives .Breeding hen s
will be productive for 5-7 years fo r
hens and roosters for 3-5 years .

Heritage Chicken grows at a more
natural and normal rate, allowing
the bird time to build healthy

The flesh of industrial chicken s
is very soft and bland . The
modem chicken serves primaril y
as a vehicle for other flavors .

Industrial chickens are typically
raised indoors in confine d
settings. Their genetic makeu p
makes living outside on pasture
difficult, and in some instances ,
inhumane .

Industrial chickens are short
lived, with breeding animal s
generally lasting only one
reproductive cycle before being
processed .

Industrial chickens have bee n
selected for very fast growth ,
which has resulted in increased

Heritage Turkey Definitio n
and R, sources

Heritage Chicken vs .
Industrial Chicken
Comparison

Cooking with Heritag e
Chicken

Heritage Chicken
Home

f

Link s

Educationa l
Resource s

Classified s

http : ,'w .albc-usa.org;heritagechickcnfheritagevsindustrial .html
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mortalities due to leg ,
cardiovascular, and respiratory
difficulties, and producing softer ,
blander meat .

bodies and giving flavor and
texture to the meat .

Heritage thickens take 16 or
more weeks to reach market
weight. (112 days or more)

Heritage Chickens look different .
They have longer bodies an d
longer legs . They have more dark
meat (thighs, legs and wings) .

Heritage Chicken should be
cooked slowly, and generally at a
lower temperature . Fast cookin g
will make the meat dry and tough .

The American Livestock Breeds Conservanc y

A thin intestinal lining, as
documented by a study done at
North Carolina State University ,
makes the low feed and rapid
growth of the industrial chicken
possible . However, it also
makes the birds vulnerable to
infection and reduces disease
resistance.

Industrial chickens take 7 weeks
(48 days) to reach market
weight .

"If a [person] grew as fast as a
chicken, [he] would weigh 34 9
pounds at age two ." (University
of Arkansas Division of
Agriculture, Cooperative
Extension Service )

Industrial chickens are roun d
and short legged . They have
more white breast meat.

Industrial thicken may be
quickly seared with high heat, in
addition to being prepared
slowly, at low temperatures .
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How is the annual CPL Determined?

Each year, the American Livestock Breeds Conservancy (ALBC) publishes its annual Conservatio n
Priority List . ALBC is often asked how this list is generated and how conservation levels are determined .
We hope the following explanation will help explain and clarify the process .

How does ALBC determine a livestock breed's status in the U .S . ?
ALBC monitors most mammalian livestock populations through their respective breed associations . Eac h
year, ALBC requests registration data from breed associations . These data are indicators of active
breeding populations in a given year. For standardized breeds of American origin, this may determin e
the breed's conservation category . A few breeds do not have breed associations . These are mostl y
landraces . In these circumstances, ALBC works directly with breeders to understand their herds/flock s
and estimate breeding populations. ALBC also tries to help breeders organize themselves to suppor t
conservation . Such organization often has as the valuable byproduct of easier access to populatio n
information .

Why does ALBC only count registered animals?
Registered animals are those with documented pedigrees . Assuming that registries are operated wit h
integrity (an assumption we make), we know registered animals to be purebred . Generally, animals tha t
are intended as breeding stock are registered and will contribute their genes to the next generation .
Historically, unregistered animals had jobs other than breeding . Most breed associations for
standardized breeds have no system for re-claiming presumed purebred animals that are not registered .
Therefore, undocumented purebreds are both excluded and lost from the purebred population, as are
any unique genes that individual animals might carry . This makes continuity of pedigree registration from
generation to generation very important. While this approach results in an undercount to varyin g
degrees, it does consistently count those animals most likely to contribute to the next purebre d
generation .

How does ALBC determine the status or conservation category for each poultry breed? Poultry
censusing is different than censusing for mammalian livestock . Poultry censusing requires a much more
extensive approach to get a comprehensive picture . With poultry, ALBC contacts hatcheries, know n
major breeders, and ALBC members . ALBC also sends out surveys through the American Poultr y
Association, breed clubs, and the Society for the Preservation of Poultry Antiquities . ALBC advertises its
poultry census in magazines and makes the survey available on the ALBC website for anyone an d
everyone. We try to reach as many people as possible . We also gather information from individuals .

When ALBC performs a poultry census, what is counted ?
When ALBC collects poultry census information only breeding stock are counted . These are the bird s
that will contribute to the next generation . If an individual is keeping just one bird, or a few hens with n o
intention of breeding, these will not be included .

http://www.albs-usa.org/cpl/cplexplained .html
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How does ALBC determine global population numbers for poultry ?
ALBC's mission is genetic conservation so we monitor global populations . This information provides u s
with a context for international breeds . This is a softer number but is a valid indicator of globa l
population . Global populations are estimated using data gathered by international conservatio n
organizations including Rare Breeds Survival Trust, Rare Breeds Canada, Rare Breeds Australia, th e
Food and Agriculture Domestic Animal Diversity database (FAO DAD-IS), and similar organizations .
ALBC also mines U .S. and international publications to glean information about global populatio n
numbers . Additionally, ALBC staff communicates with colleagues and conservationists around the worl d
to further explore international population numbers . Global data is much more difficult to obtain fo r
poultry . ALBC draws on the FAO DAD-IS database and information from sister internationa l
conservation organizations . ALBC asks many questions of the global data : is the breed in the othe r
countries the same breed as that found in the U .S .? Is the data source reliable? Does the data mak e
sense, based on what we know and what we are able to learn from national and internationa l
colleagues? Answering each of these questions will lead us to a determination of endangered status .

How is U .S. and global information used ?
ALBC has developed parameters for inclusion of breeds on the Conservation Priority List. These
parameters also guide our annual review of the breeds . For livestock parameters, visit : h ttp://www.albc-
usa.orglcpl/parameters-livestock .html For poultry parameters, visit: http :llwww.albc-
usa.org/cpl/parameters-poultry .htm l

ALBC seeks to put breed populations into a national and global context therefore ALBC uses both U .S .
and global numbers in the annual review of its conservation priority list and to determine a breed' s
status .

For additional questions about how ALBC determines the annual CPL, contact the ALBC office or emai l
a lbc@albc-usa.org .

The American Livestock Beds Conservancy
PO Box 477
Pittsboro, North Carolina 27312 USA
Telephone: 919-542-5704
Fax: 919-545-0022
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Parameters of Poultry Breeds on ALBC Conservation Priority List (2010)

Poultry breeds on the ALBC Conservation Priority List generally conform to certain genetic an d
numerical parameters .

1.The breed is from one of the four traditional U .S. poultry species (chickens, ducks, geese, and
turkeys) .

2. A bantam breed may be listed if there is no large fowl counterpart.

3. The breed census satisfies numerical guidelines :

• Critical : Fewer than 500 breeding birds in the United States, with five or fewer primary breedin g
flocks (50 birds or more), and estimated global population less than 1,000 .

• Threatened : Fewer than 1,000 breeding birds in the United States, with seven or fewer primar y
breeding flocks, and estimated global population less than 5,000 .

• Watch : Fewer than 5,000 breeding birds in the United States, with ten or fewer primary breedin g
flocks, and estimated global population less than 10,000 . Also included are breeds with genetic o r
numerical concerns or limited geographic distribution .

• Recovering : Breeds that were once listed in another category and have exceeded Watch
category numbers but are still in need of monitoring .

• Study: Breeds that are of interest but either lack definition or lack genetic or historica l
documentation .

9. The breed is a true genetic breed (when mated together, it reproduces the breed type . )

10.The breed has had an established and continuously breeding population in North America sinc e
1925. Or, if imported or developed since 1925 ,

• The foundation stock is no longer available .

• Must meet numeric guidelines for inclusion .

• Must have at least five breeders in different locations in the United States .

• The global population is threatened and the United States population is making a contribution to
conservation of the breed .

Breeds not meeting all these criteria may be placed in the "Study" category and monitored .

Conservation categories are based on the estimated number of breeding birds, male s
and females, and the number of breeding flocks . Given the vulnerability of poultry to
predators, the number of flocks is important. "Conservation breeding flocks" are thos e

http://www.albc-usa.org/cpl/parameters-poultry .html
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of 50 birds and above .
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Conservation Priority Poultry Breeds 201 0
Critical : Fewer than 500 breeding birds in the United States, with five or fewer primary breeding flocks (50 birds or more), and
estimated global population less than 1,000 .
Threatened : Fewer than 1,000 breeding birds in the United States, with seven or fewer primary breeding flocks, and estimate d
global population less than 5,000 .

Watch : Fewer than 5,000 breeding birds in the United States, with ten or fewer primary breeding flocks, and estimated globa l
population less than 10,000 . Also included are breeds that present genetic or numerical concerns or have a limited geographi c
distribution .

Recovering : Breeds that were once listed in another category and have exceeded Watch category numbers but are still in nee d
of monitoring .

Study : Breeds that are of genetic interest but either lack definition or lack genetic or historical documentation .

1 Critical Threatened Watch

	

Recovering Stud y

Chickens Buckeye
Campine
Chantecle r
Crevecoeu r
Hollan d
Modem Gam e
Nanki n
Redcap
Russian Orloff
Spanish
Sulta n
Sumatra
Yokohama

Andalusian
Buttercup
Cubalaya
Delaware
Dorkin g
Faveroll e
Java
Lakenvelder
Langsha n
Malay
Phoenix

_ _

Ancona
Asee l
Brahm a
Catalan s
Cochin
Cornish
Dominiqu e
Hamburg
Houda n
Jersey Giant
La Flech e
Minorc a
New Hampshire
Old English Gam e
Polish
Rhode Island White
Sebrigh t
Shama

, Australor p
1 Leghorn - Non-industria l
' Orpington

Plymouth Rock
Rhode Island Red - No n

industria l
Susse x
Wyandotte

Araucana
Iowa Blu e
Lamona
Manx Rumpy or Persia n

Rumples
Naked Neck or Turke n

Ducks Ancon a
Aylesbury
Magpi e
Saxony
Silver Appleyard
Welsh Harlequin

Buff or Orpington
Cayuga

Campbel l
Rouen
Runner or Indian Runner
Swedish

Australian Spotted
Dutch Hookbill

Geese American Buf f
Cotton Patc h
Pilgrim
Pomeranian
Roman
Shetland

Sebastopol African
Chinese
Toulouse

Gray
Steinbacher

Turkeys' Beltsville Small Whit e
Chocolate
Jerse y B u ff
Lavender/Lila c
Midget White

Narragansett
White Holland

I

Black
bourbon Re drSlandard Bronze
Royal Pal m
Slate

i
Broad Breasted Bronz e
Naturally mating, non-standard
var i et i es o f tur key s

Breeds unique to North America are printed in bold.
' Araucana and Ameraucanas are often confused with each other and may be sold interchangeably .
2 "Heritage turkeys" is a phrase now popularly used to describe naturally mating, long-lived, slow-growing varieties of turkeys, most of which have standards defined b y

the American Poultry Association. All of the turkeys listed here, EXCEPT the Broad Breasted Bronze . may be called "heritage."

American Livestock Breeds Conservancy • PO Box 477, Pittsboro, NC 2731 2
phone : 919-542-5704 • fax : 919-545-0022 • email : albc@albc-usa .org • website : www .albc-usa .org
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